
 Welcome to NpowerU Presented by Love N’spired Inc." 

 Programs / Classes : 

 - Spanish & ASL Interpreters Available 

 - Target Audience: At-risk youth, young adults, adults 

 - Class Size: 5-10 per class 

 - Fees: Sliding scale / Insurance-based / Private Pay 

 Class Schedule:  Duration: Six (6) week program: 

 Days: Monday - Friday 

 Morning Session: 9:30 am - 11:30 am 

 Evening Session: 4:30 pm - 6:30 pm 

 Saturdays: 11:30 am - 1:30 pm 

 Business Phone: +1-725-227-3716 
 Website:  http://www.ilovenspired.org  /  Email:  info@lovenspired.org 
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 Welcome to NpowerU Presented by Love N’spired Inc." 

 Our program  NpowerU Presented by Love N’spired Inc.  is crafted to equip you with 
 indispensable skills to thrive in every facet of life. Commencing with the cultivation of 
 self-esteem, we acknowledge its pivotal role in nurturing a positive self-image and fostering 
 healthy relationships. Through dynamic workshops and interactive activities, we stand alongside 
 you, aiding in the exploration of your inherent worth, the embrace of your distinct qualities, and 
 the cultivation of self-love, irrespective of past or present circumstances. 

 We entrust you with the power to seize control of your life and effectuate positive changes. 
 Through mentorship, coaching, and collaborative projects, you'll amass confidence, knowledge, 
 and skills. Our program nurtures a supportive community, fostering an environment where 
 candid dialogue fosters the sharing of experiences, aspirations, and challenges, thus facilitating 
 personal growth and enduring friendships. 

 Holistic development is our priority, as we endeavor to address both physical and mental 
 well-being through wellness workshops promoting wholesome habits and stress management 
 techniques. Your overall health and happiness lie at the heart of our mission. Through 
 collaboration with local organizations and leaders, we furnish comprehensive resources and 
 mentorship opportunities, bolstering your journey towards a brighter future. 

 Embark on this remarkable voyage of growth and empowerment with us. Explore our website to 
 delve deeper into our events and witness the triumphs of our participants. We celebrate your 
 uniqueness and nurture your potential, beckoning you to embrace the present, empower your 
 future, and excel in the realms of healing and forgiveness. 

 Business Phone: +1-725-227-3716 
 Website:  http://www.ilovenspired.org  /  Email:  info@lovenspired.org 
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 Welcome to NpowerU Presented by Love N’spired Inc." 

 Voices Unveiled: Using Your Voice in Music, Poetry, and Art to Speak and Be Heard  : 
 NpowerU provides a platform for individuals to express themselves through various mediums 
 such as music, poetry, and art. It encourages people to harness the power of their voices to 
 communicate their thoughts, feelings, and experiences effectively. 
 Need in the Community:  Many individuals struggle to  find avenues to express themselves 
 creatively and to feel heard. NpowerU addresses this need by providing a supportive 
 environment where people can explore their artistic talents and share their perspectives with 
 others, fostering self-expression and community connection. 
 Questionnaire: 

 1.  What forms of artistic expression are you interested in exploring through NpowerU? 
 2.  How do you believe using your voice through music, poetry, or art could positively impact 

 your life and the community? 
 3.  Are you interested in participating in workshops or events to develop your creative skills 

 and share your voice with others? 

 Endless Discovery:  Learning Who You Are and Why It  Is Important to Focus and Learn: 
 Description: Endless Discovery is a program that encourages individuals to embark on a journey 
 of self-discovery. It emphasizes the importance of introspection and continuous learning in 
 shaping one's identity and personal growth. 
 Need in the Community:  Many people struggle with self-awareness  and lack a sense of 
 purpose or direction in their lives. Endless Discovery addresses this need by providing 
 opportunities for individuals to explore their interests, passions, and values, ultimately 
 empowering them to lead more fulfilling lives. 
 Questionnaire: 

 1.  What aspects of yourself do you hope to discover or better understand through Endless 
 Discovery? 

 2.  How do you think gaining self-awareness and clarity about your identity could positively 
 impact your life? 

 3.  What barriers do you currently face in focusing on self-discovery and personal growth? 
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 Welcome to NpowerU Presented by Love N’spired Inc." 

 Mental Connections Initiative:  Dealing with Stress, Depression, and in Need of Positive 
 Influence.: The Mental Connections Initiative focuses on promoting mental health and well-being 
 by providing resources and support for individuals dealing with stress, depression, and other 
 mental health challenges. It emphasizes the importance of seeking positive influences and 
 building resilience. 
 Need in the Community:  Mental health issues are prevalent  in society, yet stigma and lack of 
 resources often prevent people from seeking help. The Mental Connections Initiative addresses 
 this need by offering guidance, encouragement, and a supportive community for individuals 
 struggling with mental health issues. 
 Questionnaire: 

 1.  How do you currently cope with stress and manage your mental well-being? 
 2.  What challenges do you face in seeking positive influences and support for your mental 

 health? 
 3.  Are you interested in accessing resources or participating in activities to improve your 

 mental well-being through the Mental Connections Initiative? 

 Mentors of Love N’spired Inc.:  Mentorship involves  individuals guiding and supporting others 
 in their personal and professional development. It provides valuable insights, advice, and 
 encouragement to help mentees navigate challenges and achieve their goals. 
 Need in the Community:  Many individuals can benefit  from mentorship as they navigate 
 various stages of their lives and careers. Mentorship addresses this need by connecting 
 mentees with mentors who can provide guidance, support, and valuable insights based on their 
 own experiences. 
 Questionnaire: 

 1.  Are you interested in participating in a mentorship program to further your personal or 
 professional development? 

 2.  What specific areas would you like mentorship support in? 
 3.  How do you believe having a mentor could benefit you on your journey? 
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 Welcome to NpowerU Presented by Love N’spired Inc." 

 Sheltering Hope: Assistance with Living Arrangements:  Sheltering Hope provides support 
 and resources to individuals experiencing homelessness or housing insecurity. It offers shelter, 
 basic necessities, and assistance with life skills and job training to help individuals rebuild their 
 lives and regain independence. 
 Need in the Community:  Homelessness and housing insecurity  are significant challenges 
 faced by many individuals in the community. Sheltering Hope addresses this need by providing 
 immediate assistance and long-term support to help individuals secure stable living 
 arrangements and rebuild their lives. 
 Questionnaire: 

 1.  Have you or someone you know experienced homelessness or housing insecurity? 
 2.  What resources or support do you believe would be most helpful to individuals facing 

 housing challenges? 
 3.  Are you interested in volunteering or supporting initiatives to address homelessness in 

 our community through Sheltering Hope? 

 Youth Empowerment Network:  The Youth Empowerment Network empowers young people to 
 realize their full potential through mentorship, leadership development, and community 
 engagement initiatives. It provides opportunities for youth and young adults to develop 
 leadership skills, engage in meaningful activities, and make a positive impact in their 
 communities. 
 Need in the Community:  Empowering youth is crucial  for the future of the community. The 
 Youth Empowerment Network addresses this need by providing opportunities for young people 
 to develop leadership skills, gain confidence, and become active contributors to society, 
 ultimately strengthening the community. 
 Questionnaire: 

 1.  What leadership qualities or skills do you aspire to develop through the Youth 
 Empowerment Network? 

 2.  How do you currently engage with your community? 
 3.  Would you be interested in participating in youth-led initiatives to address community 

 issues through the Youth Empowerment Network? 
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 Welcome to NpowerU Presented by Love N’spired Inc." 

 Job Readiness Assistance:  Employment Preparation:  Job Readiness Assistance programs 
 support individuals in acquiring the skills, knowledge, and resources needed to secure and 
 maintain employment. They offer services such as resume building, interview preparation, job 
 search assistance, and skill development workshops. 
 Need in the Community:  In today's competitive job  market, many individuals face challenges in 
 finding employment or advancing their careers. Job Readiness Assistance addresses this need 
 by providing tools, support, and resources to help individuals succeed in the workforce. 
 Questionnaire: 

 1.  What specific job-related skills or areas do you feel you need assistance with? 
 2.  Have you encountered any challenges in your job search or career advancement 

 efforts? 
 3.  Are you interested in participating in workshops or training sessions to improve your job 

 readiness skills through Job Readiness Assistance? 
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 Welcome to NpowerU Presented by Love N’spired Inc." 

 Affirmations: 

 Step 1:  Practice Self-Compassion Learn to be kind and understanding towards yourself. 
 Embrace self-compassion as a tool to acknowledge and validate your emotions and 
 experiences. 
 Step 2:  Challenge Negative Self-Talk Identify negative self-talk patterns and replace them with 
 positive and empowering affirmations. Challenge self-limiting beliefs and cultivate a supportive 
 inner dialogue. 
 Step 3:  Set Realistic Goals Set achievable and realistic  goals that align with your values and 
 aspirations. Break them down into smaller steps for a sense of accomplishment and progress. 
 Step 4:  Surround Yourself with Positive Influences Surround yourself with people who uplift and 
 inspire you. Seek out positive role models, mentors, or supportive communities that encourage 
 your growth and well-being. 
 Step 5:  Practice Self-Care Prioritize self-care activities  that nourish your mind, body, and soul. 
 Engage in activities that bring you joy, relaxation, and rejuvenation. 
 Step 6:  Cultivate Gratitude Develop a gratitude practice  to shift your focus towards appreciation 
 and positivity. Regularly acknowledge and express gratitude for the blessings and opportunities 
 in your life. 
 Step 7:  Challenge Yourself Step out of your comfort  zone and embrace new challenges. 
 Continuously push yourself to learn and grow, as personal growth fosters a sense of 
 accomplishment and self-confidence. 
 Step 8:  Practice Self-Acceptance Embrace yourself fully, including your strengths, weaknesses, 
 and imperfections. Acceptance allows for self-love and compassion to flourish. 
 Step 9:  Seek Support When Needed Recognize when you need additional support and reach 
 out for help. Surround yourself with a network of trusted individuals or seek professional 
 guidance to navigate challenges and reinforce your journey of self-esteem building. 
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